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Multi-Frequency Ultrasound Directed Self-Assembly

Christopher Tre Presley, Fernando Guevara Vasquez, and Bart Raeymaekers*

Ultrasound-directed self-assembly (DSA) utilizes the acoustic radiation force
associated with a standing ultrasound wave field to organize particles
dispersed in a fluid medium into specific patterns. State-of-the-art ultrasound
DSA methods use single-frequency ultrasound wave fields, which only allow
organizing particles into simple, periodic patterns, or require a large number
of ultrasound transducers to assemble complex patterns. In contrast, this
work introduces multi-frequency ultrasound wave fields to organize particles
into complex patterns. A method is theoretically derived to determine the
operating parameters (frequency, amplitude, phase) of any arrangement of
ultrasound transducers, required to assemble spherical particles dispersed in
a fluid medium into specific patterns, and experimentally validated for a
system with two frequencies. The results show that multi-frequency
compared to single-frequency ultrasound DSA enables the assembly of
complex patterns of particles with substantially fewer ultrasound transducers.
Additionally, the method does not incur a penalty in terms of accuracy, and it
does not require custom hardware for each different pattern, thus offering
reconfigurability, which contrasts, e.g., acoustic holography. Multi-frequency
ultrasound DSA can spur progress in a myriad of engineering applications,
including the manufacturing of multi-functional polymer matrix composite
materials that derive their structural, electric, acoustic, or thermal properties
from the spatial organization of particles in the matrix.

1. Introduction

Directed self-assembly (DSA) is a process by which particles or
other discrete components dispersed in a fluid medium organize
as a result of interactions between the components themselves
and/or with their environment.[1] External field DSA techniques
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employ a set of transducers to establish
an electric,[2] magnetic,[3] or ultrasound
wave[4] field, which organizes and orients
the particles into specific patterns. Tuning
the operating parameters of the transducers
changes the field, which in turn modifies
the organization and orientation of the par-
ticles. Electric and magnetic fields enable
organizing and orienting (high-aspect ratio)
particles into specific patterns, but require
electrically conductive or magnetic parti-
cles, respectively, and require ultra-high
field strengths (e.g., 500 V[5] and 80kOe),[6]

which typically limit dimensional scalabil-
ity to micrometer or millimeter scale ar-
eas. Coupled-fields have also been used to
organize particles into specific patterns.[7]

Ultrasound DSA on the other hand relies
on the acoustic radiation force associated
with a standing ultrasound wave field to
organize and orient particles into specific
patterns. The existence of the acoustic ra-
diation force only depends on the acous-
tic contrast between the particles and the
fluid medium, which derives from their
density and compressibility.[8] Hence, ma-
terial choice is almost unlimited and in-
cludes organic and inorganic particles.[9–12]

Furthermore, scalability is only limited by the attenuation of
the ultrasound waves in the fluid medium, which primarily
depends on the frequency of the ultrasound wave field and
the viscosity of the medium.[13] As a result, ultrasound wave
fields improve on the material choice and scalability limitations
that electric and magnetic fields impose during external field
DSA.

Theoretical studies of the acoustic radiation force of in-
compressible spherical particles suspended in an inviscid fluid
began with King in the 1930s.[14] Subsequently, Yosioka and
Kawasima considered compressible spherical particles in an in-
viscid fluid.[15] Gor’kov unified different theories, and formu-
lated a generalized acoustic radiation force theory for compress-
ible spherical particles smaller than the acoustic wavelength, dis-
persed in an inviscid fluid medium.[9]

Ultrasound DSA reduces to solving a forward problem to de-
termine the organization and orientation of particles that result
from tuning the operating parameters of a set of ultrasound
transducers (frequency, amplitude, and phase), and an inverse
problem to calculate the operating parameters of a set of ultra-
sound transducers required to organize and orient particles into
a specific pattern. The literature documents theoretical solutions
to both the forward and inverse problems for spherical particles
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(e.g., polystyrene, carbon, aluminum, glass) in 1D,[16] 2D,[17–19]

and 3D,[20–23] and for high-aspect ratio particles in 2D[24] and
3D,[25] mostly in low-viscosity media (e.g., water, air), but some
publications also show experiments in viscous media (e.g., ther-
moset resin, polymer binder, photopolymer, and gels).[10,26,27]

Settnes and Bruus[28] expanded Gor’kov’s acoustic radiation
force theory from inviscid to viscous media and showed that the
amplitude of the acoustic radiation force depends on the medium
viscosity. Using this viscous theory, Noparast et al.[29] demon-
strated that the locations where particles organize depend on the
viscosity of the medium because the sound propagation velocity
and, thus, the wavelength of the ultrasound wave, is a function of
the viscosity. However, the differences between locations where
particles assemble in viscous and inviscid media are small, be-
cause the sound propagation velocity of water cm = 1500 ms−1

(inviscid medium) is similar to that of viscous liquids, e.g. oils,
or (photo)polymer resins 1300 ≤ cm ≤ 1400 ms−1. Hence, inviscid
theory is often used in conjunction with ultrasound DSA exper-
iments in viscous media.[11,27,30] This fundamental understand-
ing of ultrasound DSA in both inviscid and viscous media has
enabled its use in a myriad of engineering applications, notably
manufacturing engineered functional composite materials with
tailored properties,[10,11,26,27,31–33] but also manipulating and sort-
ing biological cells in lab-on-a-chip applications,[34–37] performing
non-contact particle manipulation for acoustic displays,[23,38,39]

and implementing microbubble-aided drug delivery systems,[40]

amongst others applications.
However, state-of-the-art theory and experiments limit the

assembly of particles into (quasi-) periodic patterns only, be-
cause they use single-frequency ultrasound wave fields (see,
e.g.,).[18–21,41–44] Consequently, the patterns reflect the period-
icity of the ultrasound wave field from which they origi-
nate. Furthermore, the complexity of the patterns of parti-
cles generally increases with an increasing number of ul-
trasound transducers because superimposing multiple ultra-
sound wave fields increases the complexity of the resulting
field.[18] Yet, even though theoretically possible, it is often im-
practical or difficult to increase the number of ultrasound
transducers in experiments or engineering applications due
to manufacturing tolerances, transducer alignment, and space
constraints.[18,20]

Alternative methods to assemble complex patterns of parti-
cles based on single-frequency ultrasound wave fields include
acoustic holography, in which one spatially modulates the ampli-
tude and/or phase of a single-frequency ultrasound wave field us-
ing a 3D printed acoustic kinoform,[45–49] microbubble arrays,[50]

or acoustic waveguides that direct acoustic energy into target
regions.[51,52] These methods allow assembling particles into
complex patterns, but generally display low spatial accuracy and
require custom (often 3D printed) hardware for a limited num-
ber, or even a single pattern of particles.[53] Moreover, as a result
of using custom hardware, the patterns are not reconfigurable in
real-time, even though this is often desirable for many engineer-
ing applications. Finally, we note that Hou et al.[54] show simu-
lations of symmetric, complex patterns of particles, based on an
indirect method that identifies resonance modes within a simu-
lated reservoir filled with a mixture of inviscid liquid and parti-
cles. However, they only use frequencies that represent the reso-
nance modes of the reservoir, thus severely limiting the patterns

Figure 1. Arbitrary-shaped, 2D fluid reservoir, lined with Nt ultrasound
transducers along its boundary Ω. The boundary Ω comprises Nb bound-
ary elements d𝜖(q) with normal vector n(q) at their center q, and it encloses
domain D, discretized with Nd domain points.

of particles they assemble. Moreover, they do not experimentally
validate their method.

Thus, the ability to assemble re-configurable, complex pat-
terns of particles with a small number of ultrasound transduc-
ers remains a problem. However, it is significant in terms of
using ultrasound DSA to, e.g. manufacture functional compos-
ite materials with tailored properties that derive their function
from the spatial organization and orientation of particles em-
bedded in a matrix, such as electromagnetic metamaterials and
(nano)composite materials with tailored structural,[10,12,26] ther-
mal, or electrical properties,[30,55] or with embedded electrical
wiring or electromagnetic shielding.[11] Our group has previ-
ously demonstrated manufacturing such materials by integrating
single-frequency ultrasound DSA with mold casting,[10,26] freeze
casting,[12] and vat photopolymerization.[30] Here, we address
this problem by introducing multi-frequency instead of single-
frequency ultrasound wave fields, and we experimentally demon-
strate the assembly of complex patterns of particles, which can-
not be assembled with a single-frequency ultrasound wave field.
First, we theoretically derive a framework that relates a specific
pattern of particles to a multi-frequency ultrasound wave field,
generated by any spatial arrangement and number of ultrasound
transducers, accounting for the properties of the particles, the
fluid medium, and the ultrasound transducers. Second, we ex-
perimentally validate the multi-frequency ultrasound DSA the-
ory using a setup with four ultrasound transducers and a multi-
frequency ultrasound wave field with two frequency components.
Finally, we illustrate the capability of the theory beyond the exper-
imental validation with simulations that demonstrate the assem-
bly of complex, 2D patterns of particles.

2. Results

2.1. Theoretical Model

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the theoretical model, which
represents an arbitrary-shaped, 2D fluid reservoir lined with
Nt ultrasound transducers along its perimeter. The ultra-
sound transducers act as ideal piston sources and emit a
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multi-frequency ultrasound wave field, which we discretize as
Nf = 64 uniformly distributed frequencies between 150 kHz
≤ fj ≤ 6 MHz. The frequency range derives from practical
considerations to implement experiments, such as ultrasound
wave attenuation, size of the fluid reservoir, and ultrasound
transducer bandwidth.

The reservoir contains an inviscid fluid medium and dispersed
compressible spherical particles with radius rp << 𝜆s, with 𝜆s
the smallest wavelength of the multi-frequency ultrasound wave
field. We line the reservoir boundary Ω with 1 ≤ t ≤ Nt ultrasound
transducers, and discretize it using Nb ≥ Nt boundary elements
d𝜖(q), with normal vector n(q) at their center point q. The bound-
ary Ω encloses the solution domain D, which we discretize using
Nd domain points. We compute the ultrasound wave field with
frequency fj in terms of the time-independent, complex scalar
velocity potential 𝜑j. The velocity potential 𝜑j must satisfy the
Helmholtz equation ∇2𝜑j + kj

2𝜑j = 0 in D, where kj = 2𝜋fj/cm
is the wavenumber of the ultrasound wave field of frequency fj
and cm is the sound propagation velocity in the fluid medium.
Additionally, 𝜑j must satisfy the impedance boundary condition
∂𝜑j/∂n + ikjZ𝜑j = vjt on the portion of the boundary Ω that corre-
sponds to ultrasound transducer t. Here, i2 =−1 and Z= 𝜌mcm/Zt
is the impedance ratio of the fluid medium with density 𝜌m and
the ultrasound transducers with impedance Zt, which captures
the absorption and reflection of the ultrasound waves at Ω of the
solution domain D. We assume constant impedance alongΩ, i.e.,
we maintain Zt constant for all ultrasound transducers. We let
vjt = Vjtexp(i𝜃jt), where Vjt and 𝜃jt denote the amplitude and phase
of ultrasound transducer t at frequency fj. We calculate the veloc-
ity potential 𝜑j using Green’s third identity at all points x in the
solution domain for each frequency fj of the multi-frequency ul-
trasound wave field as[56,57]

𝜑j (x) = Φ (x)∫Ω
Gj (q, x)v (q) d𝜀 (q) − Φ (x)

∫Ω

[
ikjZGj (q, x) +

𝜕Gj (q, x)

𝜕n (q)

]
𝜑j (q) d𝜀 (q) (1)

Here, Φ(x) = 2 when x is on Ω and Φ(x) = 1 when x is in D. d𝜖(q)
is the infinitesimally small surface integration element at q on Ω.
v(q) is the complex harmonic velocity amplitude of the ultrasound
transducer surface at q, i.e., the right-hand side of the impedance
boundary condition. Gj(q, x) is the Green’s function that repre-
sents the free ultrasound wave field of frequency fj, emitted by a
point source in q and evaluated in x, and calculated as[56]

Gj (q, x) = − i
4

H0

(
kj
||q − x||) (2)

H0 is the 0th order Hankel function of the first kind and |q − x| is
the Euclidean distance between q and x.

We relate the locations where particles assemble to the oper-
ating parameters of the ultrasound transducers using the time-
averaged acoustic radiation potential (ARP) Uj(x) and the acoustic
radiation force Fj(x) =−∇Uj(x) associated with the velocity poten-

tial 𝜑j of frequency fj, given as[9,58]

Uj (x) = 2𝜋rp
3𝜌m

{
1
3

kj
2

[
1 −

(
𝛽p

𝛽m

)2
] |||𝜑j (x)|||2

−
[
𝜌p − 𝜌m

2𝜌p + 𝜌m

] |||∇𝜑j (x)|||2
}

(3)

where 𝛽m = 1/(𝜌mcm
2) and 𝛽p = 1/(𝜌pcp

2) are the compressibility
of the fluid medium and particle, respectively. 𝜌p is the density
and cp is the sound propagation velocity of the particle.

When a multi-frequency ultrasound wave field exists, the in-
teraction between different frequencies vanishes when averaged
over a sufficiently long time (see proof in Supporting Informa-
tion). Thus, the time-averaged ARP U(x) of a multi-frequency ul-
trasound wave field at location x in D is the sum of the ARP Uj(x)
for each discrete frequency fj of the multi-frequency ultrasound
wave field, i.e.,

U (x) =
Nf∑
j=1

Uj (x) =
Nf∑
j=1

aj
|||𝜑j (x)|||2 − b|||∇𝜑j (x)|||2 (4)

with

aj =
2
3
𝜋rp

3𝜌mkj
2

[
1 −

(
𝛽p

𝛽m

)2
]

(5)

b = 2𝜋rp
3𝜌m

[
𝜌p − 𝜌m

2𝜌p + 𝜌m

]
(6)

We use the formulation of Greenhall et al.[18] to calculate Uj(x)
for each discrete frequency fj of the multi-frequency ultrasound
wave field as

Uj (x) = vj
HQj (x) vj (7)

Here, vj = [vj1, …, vjt, …, vjNt]
T is a vector that contains the op-

erating parameters vjt for each ultrasound transducer 1 ≤ t ≤

Nt and each discrete frequency 1 ≤ fj ≤ Nf. vj
H is the conjugate

transpose of vj, and the Hermitian matrix Qj(x) contains infor-
mation regarding the velocity potential 𝜑j (see Equation (1)) as
discussed in detail by Greenhall et al.[18] Hence, we compute the
time-averaged ARP resulting from a multi-frequency ultrasound
wave field as the sum of the time-averaged ARPs for each indi-
vidual frequency, i.e.,

U (x) =
Nf∑
j=1

Uj (x) =vHQ (x) v (8)

where v = [v1, …, vNf]
T and contains all vectors vj that describe the

operating parameters of all ultrasound transducers for each fre-
quency fj of the multi-frequency ultrasound wave field. vH is the
conjugate transpose of v, and Q(x) is a block diagonal Hermitian
matrix with Q1(x) … Qj(x) … QNf(x) along its main diagonal.

Particles assemble at the stable points xs where the acoustic
radiation force F(x) = −∇U(x) approaches zero and F(x) points
to xs in a neighborhood of xs, which also correspond to the local
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minima of the time-averaged ARP with respect to the reservoir
coordinates x. Thus, to assemble particles at specific locations xd
∈ Xd, we minimize the average ARP Ū at all points xd ∈ Xd.

However, rather than solving for the operating parameters of
the ultrasound transducers v, we solve for the ultrasound wave
field parameters u, i.e., amplitude and phase of each frequency fj
of the multi-frequency ultrasound wave field, since the relation-
ship between v and u is not always known a priori, yet can be
determined experimentally. Hence,

Ū = uHQ̄Cu (9)

where, u = [u1, …, uNf]
T contains all vectors uj = [uj1, …, ujt, …,

ujNt]
T that describe the ultrasound wave field parameters for each

ultrasound transducer 1 ≤ t ≤ Nt and each discrete frequency 1
≤ fj ≤ Nf. The matrix Q̄C is given as

Q̄C = CHQ̄C (10)

with Q̄ the average of all matrices Q(xd) for xd ∈ Xd, and C is a
matrix that relates the operating parameters of the ultrasound
transducers v to those of the ultrasound wave field u, i.e., u = Cv,
based on the impedance boundary condition. The average ARP
Ū must be a real quantity because the matrix Q̄C is Hermitian.

Finally, we formulate a constrained quadratic optimization
problem to compute the ultrasound wave parameters u*, re-
quired to assemble particles in a specific pattern Xd as

min Ū, subject to |u| = 1 (11)

We constrain |u| = 1, to represent finite power operation of
the ultrasound transducers. The minimum eigenvalue of Q̄C (see
Equation (9)) and its corresponding eigenvector create the mini-
mum average ARP Ū at all locations xd ∈ Xd.

We note that Q̄C is a block diagonal matrix that contains in-
formation about the velocity potential 𝜑j(xd) for xd ∈ Xd of each
frequency fj of the multi-frequency ultrasound wave field. Conse-
quently, there is a basis of eigenvectors where each eigenvector
corresponds to a single frequency within the multi-frequency ul-
trasound wave field. Thus, considering an eigenvector that corre-
sponds to the smallest eigenvalue of Q̄C likely limits the resulting
ultrasound wave field to a single frequency. To consider a multi-
frequency wave field, we calculate a linear combination with unit
constants of multiple eigenvectors of Q̄C that are within a thresh-
old 𝜏 of the smallest eigenvalue 𝛾min, i.e.,

u𝜏 =
∑

𝛾≤𝛾min+𝜏(𝛾max−𝛾min)
u𝛾 (12)

Here, u𝛾 is the eigenvector with eigenvalue 𝛾 , and 𝛾max and
𝛾min are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues after eigende-
composition, respectively, and 𝜏 is the eigenvector threshold. By
construction (see Equation (9)), Ū is the average of the eigenval-
ues of Q̄C in the interval [𝛾min, 𝛾min + 𝜏(𝛾max – 𝛾min)]. We use unit
constants in u𝜏 to lend equal importance to each frequency in the
multi-frequency ultrasound wave field. However, these constants
could be easily adjusted to reflect the frequency response func-
tion of realistic ultrasound transducers, and properly weigh the
amplitude of each discrete frequency of the multi-frequency ul-

trasound wave field. The phase of the eigenvectors does not mat-
ter when computing Ū if there is at most one eigenvector per fre-
quency. Crucially, it does not affect the locations where particles
assemble dictated by Equation (4), under the same assumption.
If there are multiple eigenvectors, it may be possible to carry out
a secondary optimization, but this is left for future studies, as the
approach we present is simpler and yields satisfactory results.

The number of eigenvectors in the linear combination of Equa-
tion (12) increases with increasing 𝜏 and, thus, the time-averaged
ARP of the multi-frequency ultrasound wave field varies with
varying 𝜏 (see animated visualizations in the Supporting Infor-
mation). The optimal eigenvector threshold 𝜏* is unique to each
specific pattern of particles Xd (see Supporting Information). We
determine 𝜏* to maximize the ratio of Ū at all locations x ∉ Xd
and at xd ∈ Xd. Intuitively, this heuristic for choosing 𝜏* favors Ū
that is closer to zero for points belonging to the desired pattern
Xd than at the other points. The heuristic may need adjustment
if Ū takes negative values. Thus, the unit weight linear combina-
tion u𝜏 with 𝜏* yields the ultrasound wave parameters u* required
to establish a multi-frequency ultrasound wave field to assemble
particles in a specific pattern Xd.

2.2. Experimental Demonstration of Multi-Frequency Ultrasound
DSA

Figure 2 shows a 3D schematic (Figure 2a) and a photograph
(Figure 2b) of the experimental set-up we use to validate the the-
oretical model. To perform ultrasound DSA experiments with
multi-frequency ultrasound wave fields, we require ultrasound
transducers that combine broad bandwidth with high power out-
put. The acoustic radiation force must be of sufficient amplitude
to displace particles dispersed in a fluid medium, and simultane-
ously cover a wide spectrum of frequencies to increase the com-
plexity of the patterns we assemble, and validate the theoretical
model. Many ultrasound transducers show broad bandwidth in
combination with low power output, which limits the magnitude
of the acoustic radiation force and, thus, the ability to drive par-
ticles into specific patterns. On the other hand, lead zirconate ti-
tanate (PZT) ultrasound transducers typically show high power
output, which allows displacing particles dispersed in the fluid
medium, but its bandwidth is limited to a narrow region f ≈ fc,
where fc is the thickness-mode center frequency of the PZT ma-
terial. State-of-the-art single-frequency ultrasound DSA methods
typically rely on PZT transducers, since bandwidth is not of con-
cern. However, multi-frequency ultrasound DSA ideally requires
ultrasound transducers with broad bandwidth and flat frequency
response.

Thus, to circumvent the bandwidth versus power tradeoff, we
design a stack of two PZT ultrasound transducers with differ-
ent center frequency, glued together. Figure 2a,b shows magni-
fied inset images of the PZT stack. Furthermore, Figure 2c,d
shows carbon microparticles organized in line patterns by ener-
gizing a single pair of ultrasound transducers to create a single-
frequency ultrasound wave field of f1 = 1 MHz (Figure 2c) and
f2 = 1.5 MHz (Figure 2d), respectively. We specifically select
these two center frequencies to experimentally demonstrate ul-
trasound DSA of patterns of particles using a multi-frequency
ultrasound wave field with two frequencies and four ultrasound
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Figure 2. a) Schematic and b) photograph of the experimental setup with carbon microparticles (dark color) dispersed in water (light color), depicting
four stacks of two ultrasound transducers with center frequencies f1 = 1 MHz (dark gray) and f2 = 1.5 MHz (light gray), one on each side of the square
reservoir. When energizing single transducers (outlined in orange) to create a single-frequency ultrasound wave field, we observe the patterns of particles
resulting from c) the 1 MHz ultrasound transducers and d) the 1.5 MHz ultrasound transducers.

transducers, which a single-frequency ultrasound wave field can-
not assemble.

Figure 3 shows three selected results that illustrate ultrasound
DSA of complex patterns of particles using multi-frequency ul-
trasound wave fields. The complexity lies in the non-constant
distances between the pattern features, which cannot be accom-
plished with a single-frequency ultrasound wave field. Specifi-
cally, we demonstrate organizing complex vertical (Figure 3a) and
horizontal (Figure 3b) line patterns, in addition to dot patterns
(Figure 3c). Such patterns are relevant to manufacturing func-
tional composite materials with, e.g. structural reinforcement,
tailored electrical or thermal conductivity, and with embedded

electrical wiring or electromagnetic shielding. The functionality
of the patterns of particles of course also depends on the material
properties of the particles. However, the ultrasound DSA method,
both single- and multi-frequency), works with almost any mate-
rial type, as long as acoustic contrast exists between the particles
and the medium.[9] Furthermore, multi-frequency ultrasound
DSA integrates with other materials manufacturing methods,
which we have previously demonstrated with single-frequency ul-
trasound DSA, such as freeze casting,[12,59] mold casting,[10,26] di-
rect ink writing,[33,60] or vat photopolymerization.[11,30] Hence, it
enables manufacturing functional composite materials in a layer-
by-layer fashion, where in each layer we control the organization

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2400193 2400193 (5 of 12) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 3. Multi-frequency ultrasound DSA of complex patterns of parti-
cles, showing the specific pattern we aim to assemble (center image, red
solid lines, and dots), and simulation (left image, time-averaged ARP with
blue low and yellow high) and experimental (right image, dark particles,
and transparent medium) results for three specific patterns of particles,
including a) vertical and b) horizontal line patterns, and (c) dot patterns.
The ultrasound transducer numbering corresponds to that of Table 1.

and orientation of the particles, thus enabling tailored function-
ality.

We schematically depict the specific pattern of particles Xd we
aim to assemble (red lines/dots), the simulation results show the
time-averaged ARP of the multi-frequency ultrasound wave field
(colormap, yellow: max, blue: min), and the experimental results
display particles (dark color) that organize in complex patterns
in the fluid medium (light color). Both simulations and experi-
ments result from solving the inverse ultrasound DSA problem
for a multi-frequency wave field, and applying the resulting ultra-
sound transducer operating parameters v* to the four stacks of
two ultrasound transducers (with f1 = 1 MHz and f2 = 1.5 MHz,
see Experimental section). Table 1 summarizes v* for the specific

Table 1. v* for each result of Figure 3 with multi-frequency ultrasound DSA.

Transducer Frequency Vertical lines Horizontal lines Dot pattern

1 f2 0.00 0.48exp(2.87i) 0.32exp(−2.86i)

2 f1 0.00 0.56exp(−2.63i) 0.38exp(−2.86i)

3 f2 0.47exp(−2.97i) 0.00 0.31exp(−2.82i)

4 f1 0.54exp(−2.64i) 0.00 0.38exp(−3.02i)

5 f2 0.00 0.45exp(−3.06i) 0.36exp(2.70i)

6 f1 0.00 0.50exp(2.78i) 0.36exp(3.06i)

7 f2 0.51exp(2.79i) 0.00 0.35exp(2.66i)

8 f1 0.48exp(2.79i) 0.00 0.38exp(−3.06i)

patterns of particles of Figure 3a,b,c. The ultrasound transducer
numbering of Table 1 corresponds to that of Figure 3.

From Figure 3, we qualitatively observe that multi-frequency
ultrasound wave fields enable the assembly of complex patterns
of particles, which has never been shown before. The three re-
sults of Figure 3 also illustrate the underlying physics of multi-
frequency ultrasound DSA. It is evident that only two opposing
stacks of ultrasound transducers are required to assemble the
particles into complex line patterns, whereas all four stacks are
needed to assemble the complex dot patterns, similar to single-
frequency ultrasound wave fields[18,20] (see also Table 1).

From Figure 3a,b,c, we also determine the pattern error
Epat = 13.7%, 14.6%, and 15.9%, and Epat = 5.3%, 6.7%, and
6.0%, between the specific pattern of particles we aim to assem-
ble, and the experimental and theoretical patterns of particles, re-
spectively (see Experimental section). Thus, these results demon-
strate experimental validation of the theoretical model. We note
that the pattern error of the experimental pattern of particles
is approximately double that of the theoretical pattern of par-
ticles. However, all pattern errors of the experimental patterns
of particles are less than 16%, indicating good agreement be-
tween experiment and theory, and similar to pattern errors pre-
viously documented for single-frequency ultrasound DSA (see,
e.g.).[18,20] Thus, multi-frequency ultrasound DSA does not intro-
duce a penalty in terms of accuracy compared to single-frequency
ultrasound DSA.

In addition to the limited bandwidth of ultrasound transduc-
ers, the implementation of the experimental setup shows that it
is increasingly difficult to physically align and independently con-
trol the frequency, amplitude, and phase of an increasing num-
ber of (stacks of) ultrasound transducers Nt. Therefore, we limit
the experiments to Nt = 4 stacks of two ultrasound transducers,
which enables the demonstrations of Figure 3, but also limits the
complexity of the patterns of particles that we assemble using
multi-frequency ultrasound DSA in such a setup.

2.3. Multi-Frequency Ultrasound DSA Simulations of Complex
Patterns

To illustrate the capability of the multi-frequency ultrasound DSA
method in terms of organizing particles into complex patterns,
we use simulations of the validated theoretical model within a
square reservoir lined with Nt = 16 ultrasound transducers (4
transducers per side), each with Nf = 64 uniformly distributed

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2400193 2400193 (6 of 12) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 4. Multi-frequency ultrasound DSA of non-periodic patterns of particles, showing the specific pattern we aim to assemble (left column, red solid
lines and dots), the simulated time-averaged ARP with blue low and yellow high), locations within 10% of the minimum ARP where particles assemble
(right column, red marked areas), for three specific patterns of particles, including a) a square with a missing vertex, b) a smiley face, and c) the Virginia
Tech “VT” logo. Cross-sectional views of the time-averaged ARP illustrate the distinct local minima.

frequencies between 150 kHz ≤ fj ≤ 6 MHz. Figure 4 shows
three examples of organizing complex patterns of particles with
multi-frequency ultrasound DSA; a square with a missing ver-
tex (Figure 4a), a smiley face (Figure 4b), and the Virginia Tech
“VT” logo (Figure 4c). Similar to Figure 3, we depict the spe-
cific pattern of particles Xd we aim to assemble (solid red lines,

left column), and the time-averaged ARP (colormap, yellow: max,
blue: min, middle column) of the simulated pattern of particles.
Particles assemble at the local minima of the ARP (dark blue).
To emphasize and visualize the locations where particles assem-
ble, we have marked the areas that are within 10% of the min-
imum time-averaged ARP in red (right column). Additionally,

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2400193 2400193 (7 of 12) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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for the smiley face (Figure 3b), we show two orthogonal cross-
sections of the time-averaged ARP that illustrate the distinct local
minimum.

From Figure 4 we observe that multi-frequency ultrasound
DSA enables organizing particles into very complex patterns,
with just a small number (Nt = 16) of ultrasound transducers.
Furthermore, we qualitatively observe good agreement between
each of the three specific patterns and the corresponding sim-
ulation results, which we emphasize by marking the locations
within 10% of the minimum ARP, and the cross-sectional views
of the time-averaged ARP. We include the values of the operating
parameters of all ultrasound transducers (frequency, amplitude,
and phase) for each of the results of Figure 4a–c in the Supporting
Information, using the numbering of Figure 4a.

We also quantitatively assess the similarity between the spe-
cific patterns of particles and the simulation results using the
structural similarity index measure (SSIM), which quantitatively
describes the similarity of two images by considering various
aspects of human visual perception such as luminance and
contrast.[61] We determine SSIM values of 0.94 (Figure 4a), 0.89
(Figure 4b), and 0.82 (Figure 4c), indicating good agreement (spa-
tial accuracy) between the specific patterns of particles we aim to
assemble and the simulation results with the multi-frequency ul-
trasound DSA method.

The optimal simulation result depends on the eigenvector
threshold 𝜏, which defines the set of eigenvectors used in the unit
weight linear combination u𝜏 . The Supporting Information in-
cludes animations that show the effect of the eigenvector thresh-
old 𝜏 on the simulation result of Figure 4a,b,c. Furthermore,
Figure 5a,b,c shows the SSIM as a function of eigenvector thresh-
old 𝜏 for the three specific patterns of particles of Figure 4a,b,c,
with inset images depicting the simulations of the patterns of
particles for selected values of eigenvector threshold 𝜏.

From Figure 5, we observe that the maximum SSIM defines
the optimal eigenvector threshold 𝜏* and, correspondingly, the
simulated pattern of particles best approaches the specific pattern
Xd. The SSIM first increases and then decreases with increasing
𝜏. The number of eigenvectors in the unit weight linear combi-
nation u𝜏 increases with increasing 𝜏, which in turn increases
the number of frequencies included in the multi-frequency ultra-
sound wave field. A small 𝜏 only includes few eigenvectors and
frequencies in the solution, which could prevent local minima
of the time-averaged ARP in all locations that correspond to the
specific pattern Xd, whereas a large 𝜏 could introduce additional
local minima beyond those in the locations defined in Xd.

2.4. Single- Versus Multi-Frequency Ultrasound DSA

To contrast the capability of multi-frequency and single-
frequency ultrasound DSA, we simulate the assembly of par-
ticles into the Virginia Tech “VT” logo using both methods.
Figure 6 shows the time-averaged ARP (colormap, yellow: max,
blue: min) with the specific pattern superimposed (red solid
lines). Particles assemble at the local minima of the time-
averaged ARP (dark blue locations). Figure 6a shows the sim-
ulation results using single-frequency ultrasound DSA using
Nt = 1600 ultrasound transducers (f = 1.5 MHz), whereas
Figure 6b shows the simulation results using multi-frequency ul-

Figure 5. SSIM as a function of the eigenvector threshold 𝜏 for the three
specific patterns of particles, including a) a square with a missing vertex,
b) a smiley face, and c) the Virginia Tech “VT” logo, with inset images
depicting the simulations of the patterns of particles for selected values of
eigenvector threshold 𝜏.

trasound DSA and only Nt = 16 ultrasound transducers (150 kHz
≤ fj ≤ 6 MHz).

From Figure 6 we qualitatively observe that the multi-
frequency ultrasound DSA method approximates the Virginia
Tech “VT” logo substantially better than the single-frequency
ultrasound DSA method. The Virginia Tech “VT” logo is a

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2024, 2400193 2400193 (8 of 12) © 2024 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 6. The specific pattern we aim to assemble, Virginia Tech “VT”
logo (solid red line), and simulation results showing the pattern of par-
ticles using a) single-frequency ultrasound DSA in a square reservoir with
Nt = 1600 ultrasound transducers and b) multi-frequency ultrasound DSA
in a square reservoir with Nt = 16 ultrasound transducers.

complex, non-periodic pattern and, thus, single-frequency ultra-
sound DSA is limited in approximating the pattern with peri-
odic geometric features, even when a large number of ultrasound
transducers is available. Furthermore, Figure 6a illustrates that
single-frequency ultrasound DSA would not actually assemble
the Virginia Tech “VT” logo, because there are many local min-
ima in the time-averaged ARP that are not part of the “VT” logo
in addition to those that are part of it, and where particles will

also assemble, i.e., they will assemble undesirable additional pat-
tern features in addition to the desired one. In contrast, multi-
frequency ultrasound DSA approximates the geometry of the Vir-
ginia Tech “VT” logo with remarkable accuracy using just 16
ultrasound transducers, owing to its ability to assemble com-
plex patterns of particles without introducing undesirable addi-
tional pattern features. We also quantify the SSIM = 0.31 (single-
frequency ultrasound DSA) and SSIM = 0.82 (multi-frequency
ultrasound DSA) for both simulation results, confirming the
qualitative observations.

3. Discussion

The results of this work provide a theoretical framework that re-
lates any specific pattern of particles to any multi-frequency ul-
trasound wave field, for any spatial arrangement and number
of ultrasound transducers, accounting for the properties of the
particles, the medium, and the ultrasound transducers. It en-
ables the experimental assembly of complex patterns that are re-
configurable and do not require an impractical number of ultra-
sound transducers, which is needed with single-frequency ultra-
sound wave fields. Furthermore, it does not require custom hard-
ware for each different pattern, which is needed with acoustic
holography.

We note that the theoretical model accounts for single scat-
tering only, and does not account for interparticle forces, which
is a simplification that we justify based on the size of the par-
ticles in our experiments, for which the interparticle forces are
substantially smaller than the primary acoustic radiation force.
However, the particle interaction forces become increasingly im-
portant with decreasing particle size and, thus, one may need to
account for interaction forces, e.g. when using nano- instead of
microparticles.

The theoretical model also relies on Rayleigh scattering, i.e.,
it assumes that the size of the particles is small compared to
the wavelength of the ultrasound wave field. In the context of
a multi-frequency ultrasound wave field this refers to the short-
est wavelength, i.e., the highest frequency component of the
wave field. Hence, the introduction of multi-frequency ultra-
sound wave fields also offers advantages in terms of accuracy and
resolution compared to single-frequency wave fields. The spatial
resolution of ultrasound DSA is limited to a half wavelength be-
cause local minima of the ARP correspond to nodes or antin-
odes of the standing ultrasound wave. Thus, when using single-
frequency ultrasound wave fields, the resolution is fixed by the
choice of the frequency. However, the choice of frequency also
needs to accommodate the other pattern features one intends to
assemble. When using multi-frequency wave fields, we leverage
low-frequency components to create pattern features with large
distances between them, and high-frequency components to ob-
tain high-resolution pattern features.

The pattern error of the experimental results originates
from imperfections in the experimental setup, which includes
manufacturing tolerances of the acrylic reservoir that affect the
alignment of the ultrasound transducers with respect to each
other and the reservoir boundary. Additionally, we create the
stack of ultrasound transducers by manually gluing two PZT
plates with different center frequency together, which again
introduces alignment error and a thin layer of glue that acts
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as a soft spring between the two hard PZT plates. As a result,
we measure slight variability of the center frequencies of the
individual PZT plates in each stack. We confirm the effect of
ultrasound transducer alignment on the pattern error by manu-
facturing several reservoirs, with different transducer stacks, and
observed repeatable pattern errors. In contrast, the theoretical
model assumes perfect reservoir geometry and alignment of the
ultrasound transducers, and constant center frequencies of the
PZT plates between different stacks. Furthermore, the theoret-
ical model assumes that the ultrasound transducers act as ideal
piston sources, which is unlikely in the experiment as we solder
leads to the surfaces of the PZT plates, which locally adds mass
and, thus, causes them to deviate from an ideal piston source.
The use of commercial phased-arrays could potentially solve
the problem of aligning several ultrasound transducers with
each other, but also substantially increases cost and complexity,
compared to the bench-top system we implemented in the lab.
Alternatively, performing ultrasound DSA in air as opposed to
liquids would enable using ultrasound transducers optimized
for gases, which typically show a broader bandwidth than those
optimized for liquids[21,23,25] and, thus, would benefit multi-
frequency ultrasound DSA. However, ultrasound transducers for
use in air also typically show a lower center frequency than those
for liquids, which increases the wavelength, and reduces the
spatial resolution of the patterns of particles. Additionally, one
needs to levitate the particles in the air, which limits the particle
type (weight) and the number of particles. Finally, we chose to do
the experiments in liquids because the results translate directly
to low-viscosity resins and photopolymers for the manufacturing
of functional materials, which is the context of this work.

We also note that even though we sonicate the mixture of water
and carbon microparticles, their spatial distribution in the fluid
medium is not perfectly uniform, even though the theoretical
model adopts that assumption. Additionally, the experiments in
this work use water and carbon microparticles, but we emphasize
that ultrasound DSA (both single- and multi-frequency) works
with almost any material type as long as acoustic contrast exists
between the particles and the medium. However, the magnitude
of the acoustic radiation force depends on the material properties
of the particles (and medium), and the drag force that acts on the
particles depends on the viscosity and density of the medium, and
the size of the particles. Thus, the material choice affects the ve-
locity by which particles organize and orient into patterns. This
work shows experiments and simulations with spherical parti-
cles, but we note that the results also translate to high aspect ra-
tio particles, as we have shown previously for single-frequency
ultrasound DSA.[24] However, high aspect ratio particles require
considering both spatial organization and orientation of the par-
ticles, whereas spherical particles only require organization be-
cause they are axisymmetric.

The pattern error of the simulated pattern of particles results
from the fundamental limitations of the theory, i.e., we limit
the number of frequencies Nf = 64 in the multi-frequency ultra-
sound wave field, the number of boundary elements Nb = 400,
and number of domain points Nd = 10000 (spatial resolution
𝜎x = Lx/100= 0.18 mm and 𝜎y = Ly/100= 0.18 mm) to limit com-
putational cost. Also, the theoretical model only considers single
wave scattering, even though accounting for multiple wave scat-
tering and secondary acoustic radiation forces[62] could further

improve the accuracy of the simulations, in particular, because
of the local close-packing of particles within the pattern features
that result from ultrasound DSA.[63] Thus, the physical imperfec-
tions of the experimental setup explain that the pattern error of
the theoretical compared to the experimental pattern of particles
is substantially smaller.

4. Conclusion

Based on the experiments and simulations we conclude that
multi-frequency ultrasound DSA substantially improves upon
state-of-the-art single-frequency ultrasound DSA methods that
can only assemble simple, periodic patterns of particles, or re-
quire an impractically large number of ultrasound transducers
to assemble complex patterns.

Specifically, 1) the acoustic radiation force associated with
multi-frequency ultrasound wave fields enables the assembly of
complex patterns of particles that are not possible with single-
frequency ultrasound wave fields. Moreover, the accuracy of the
assembly of specific patterns with multi-frequency ultrasound
DSA is similar to that of single-frequency ultrasound DSA. 2)
Multi-frequency ultrasound DSA enables the assembly of com-
plex, 2D patterns of particles with substantially fewer ultrasound
transducers than when using a single-frequency ultrasound wave
field, if it is even possible to assemble the specific pattern with
the latter method. The complexity of the patterns of particles
increases with increasing number of ultrasound transducers,
which is valid for both single- and multi-frequency ultrasound
DSA, and with increasing number of frequencies in the multi-
frequency ultrasound wave field. Notably, multi-frequency ultra-
sound DSA results in far fewer undesirable pattern features that
result from wave interference than single-frequency ultrasound
DSA. 3) Multi-frequency ultrasound DSA enables the assembly of
complex patterns of particles without the need for custom hard-
ware, i.e., it offers reconfigurability.

Hence, this new knowledge enables substantially expanding
the patterns of particles that ultrasound DSA can assemble,
which is important in the context of manufacturing functional
polymer matrix composite materials that derive their functional-
ity from the spatial arrangement of particles (filler) in a matrix
material.

5. Experimental Section
Experimental Set-Up and Materials: The setup comprised a square

methyl methacrylate (plexiglass) reservoir with internal dimensions
Lx = Ly = 18 mm, selected to balance the attenuation of the high-
est frequency and the near-field of the lowest frequency of the multi-
frequency ultrasound wave field. The acrylic reservoir contained a mix-
ture of water (𝜌m = 998 kg m−3, cm = 1482 m s−1)[64] and a 0.75% vol-
ume fraction of dispersed carbon microparticles (Zoltek PX30 MF150,
rp = 3.6 μm, 𝜌p = 1750 kg m−3, cm = 2000 m s−1),[65] under standard
temperature and pressure. The combination of ultrasound transducers
(Zt = 33 MPa s m−1)[66] and fluid medium created a hard acoustic bound-
ary with Z = 0.045.

Ultrasound Transducers: Two different PZT transducers were used,
one with f1 = 1 MHz (Steminc, Florida, USA), and another one with
f2 = 1.5 MHz (American Piezo, Pennsylvania, USA), glued together with
a thin layer of superglue (Loctite, Ohio, USA), and mounted to each side
of the square reservoir. The full-width half maximum of the ultrasound
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transducers spanned 950 kHz–1.2 MHz and 1.5 MHz–1.7 MHz, respec-
tively. An arbitrary function generator (Tektronix AFG3102, Oregon, USA)
energized each ultrasound transducer, and supplies an arbitrary wave-
form that was the superposition of the single-frequency ultrasound waves
at their respective amplitude and phase, which constituted the multi-
frequency ultrasound wave field that results from solving the inverse multi-
frequency ultrasound DSA problem.

Experimental Validation Methodology: First, a specific pattern of parti-
cles Xd in a square reservoir lined with Nt = 4 stacks of ultrasound trans-
ducers (f1 = 1 MHz and f2 = 1.5 MHz) that contains water with dispersed
carbon microfibers was defined. Then,the ultrasound wave parameters u*

required to assemble the specific pattern of particles Xd by solving the in-
verse multi-frequency ultrasound DSA problem and converting u* to the
operating parameters of the stacks of ultrasound transducers v* were cal-
culated. Subsequently, v* to both the theoretical model and the experimen-
tal setup to obtain a theoretical prediction and experimental observation
of the resulting pattern of particles was applied. The local minima of the
time-averaged ARP visualized the simulated organization of particles in
a specific pattern, whereas an optical microscope was used with a digi-
tal camera (80X magnification, AmScope, California, USA) to observe and
record the experimental result.

Quantitative Pattern Assessment: The average pattern error Epat, simi-
lar to what others have described previously,[18,20,21,67] to quantify the sim-
ilarity between the experimental and theoretical results was determined.
The pattern error was the average distance between the centroids of the
specific pattern of particles Xd, it was aimed to assemble, and either the
theoretical or experimentally obtained pattern of particles, normalized by
the smallest nominal pattern spacing 𝜆s/2, which was half the wavelength
of the largest frequency of the multi-frequency ultrasound wave field. The
similarity between the specific patterns of particles and the simulation re-
sults using the structural similarity index measure (SSIM), by binarizing
the time-averaged ARP was quantitatively assessed, taking into account lo-
cal color intensity variations using the adaptive minimum binary threshold
method,[68,69] and defining the specific pattern of particles, it was aimed
to assemble as xd ∈ Xd = 1 and x ∉ Xd = 0.
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the author.
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